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HONG HOON Hong Hoon Screening Wednesday May 13th,2015, 3.30PM @ PALAIS F

Production Company : Kantana

Distribution Company : Five Star Production

Director : KULP KALJAREUK

Stars : Ananda Everingham (The Red Eagle, Shutter), Rattanarat Aurthavekul (That Sounds Good)

Production Year : 2014

Duration : 97 mins

The death of Ploy’s father seemed like an unfaithful accident at the archery range until a mysterious man, Nop, shows up to insist otherwise: 

it was because her father got a figure of himself made. A suspicious character with a remorseful past of his own, Ploy disregards Nop’s 

warning, until more of her relatives pass away following the same accidental circumstances. No longer able to ignore this incredulous heed, 

Ploy hurries to find the person behind this sinister craft. As Ploy and Nop dig deeper, what surfaces are shocking family revelations and 

disturbing photographs that leave her with one question : will this enthralling yet dark art cause everyone’s untimely demise?

Production Company : Fast Time Production House

Distribution Company : Five Star Production

Director : Narin Visitsak (Pan)

Stars : Phutharit Yingnansuk, Athiwat Theeranithitnanth

Genre : Action / Adventure

Production Year : 2014

Duration : 105 mins

SMING Sming Screening Thursday May 14th,2015, 6PM @ PALAIS I

Pran Boon, or Hunter Boon, saves a child's life by killing a young Sming that attacked him. Little did he knows that the young Sming was 

not the only one in the area. After having witnessed Pran Boon killing her son, mother Sming sets out to Pran Boon's village, seeking 

revenge that leaves Pran Boon's wife dead and his daughter injured. Knowing he and his daughter would never be safe again until the 

Sming is dead, Pran Boon begins his hunt for the most dangerous hunter in the jungle with the support of Pran Hlong, an immigrated 

Chinese hunter who seems unlikely to be an ordinary hunter. As the Sming's hunt for villagers escalates, a young ranger, Chart, is sent to 

Pran Boon's village to investigate. Meanwhile, an English hunter, John, and his team tag along with Chart with the purpose of hunting wild 

animals. Along the dangerous hunt, all the different contestants will have to face different deadly situations. As the story goes on, a 

Cambodian hunter shines light on the origins of the Sming, now one-eye blinded by Pran Boon.

O.T.
Director : Issara Nadee (3AM (3D) Part I & II, Dark Flight (3D),Art of the Devil 2 &3)

Stars : Ananda Mathew Everingham (The Red Eagle, Shutter), Ray Macdonald (3AM (3D) Part I & II, 

The Shadow of Naka, Phobia 2), Shahkrit Yamnarm (3AM (3D) Part I, Bangkok Dangerous)

Genre : Horror

Production Year : 2014        

Duration : 103 minutes

O.T. Ghost Overtime continues the story from film O.T. in the omnibus 3AM. After being spooked by the ghosts in their office in the first 

film, Karan (Shahkrit Yamnarm) and Tee (Ray Macdonald) have made it out alive, though they now suffered hallucination and paranoia. They 

can’t use the elevator, and they have to constantly checking if the person standing next to them is actually a human and not a ghost. But still, 

the two bosses still play ghost-pranks on their employees. This time, they’re joined by a new partner Bodin (Ananda Everingham). They tease 

and spook the staff who stay late in the evening to claim overtime. But things always get spookier late at night in this unusual company.

This time together they will have to rescue the company from a critical condition while experience unexpected events in their own office. 

Their staff who loves overtime too much will be part of this misadventure. 

Production Company : Chez Klurr-5 Co.,Ltd & Handmade Distribution Co.,Ltd 

International Distribution Company : Five Star Production

Director : Puttipong Pormsaka Na-Sakonnakorn (Crazy Little Thing Called Love), Sutthipong Watthanajang

Stars : Esther Supreeleela, Natthawat Chainarongsophon, Thawat Pornrattnaprasert (3AM (3D) Part 2, 

ATM, Seven Something, Suck Seed), Arnon Saisangchan (The Second Sight 3D, Suck Seed)

Genres : Romantic, Comedy

Production Year : 2014

Duration : 118 Minutes

Tik, a senior high school student who pretends to be lady boy to avoid to enroll into The Armed Forces  Academies Preparatory 

School as his dad wants. At school, he joins in a bunch of ladyboys which is called " Angel Gang" He is participated in each 

and every activities that a typical ladyboy does and no one doubts on him. Until one day,Nan,a twin sister of Nonny (one of 

member in Angle Gang), came back from abroad. Tik suddenly fall into her like love at first sight! He tries to be close to her but 

afraid to reveal the truth..

ROCK ANGELS

COMPLETED TITLES

Cannes Film Festival 2015 : Venue : PALAIS Stand 20.02 / 22.01

UPCOMING TITLES

COMPLETED TITLES

GHOST COINS

Director : Tiwa Moeithaisong (Ghost Delivery, Meat Grinder, The Sisters)

Stars : Rhatha Phongam (Lupin III, The Second Sight 3D, Only God Forgives, Jan Dara 1 & 2, 

Tom Yum Goong 2), Thanayong Wongtrakul (Lupin III, The Man From Nowhere), 

Hataichat Eurkittiroj (3AM (3D) Part 2), Namo Tonggumnerd (Art of the Devil 2 & 3, Alone)

Genre : Horror

Production Year : 2014     

Duration : 95 Minutes

TON and JACK are high-school pranksters who become an online sensation for making “dare-the-ghost” video clips. They 

would visit haunted or sacred places and challenge the invisible forces to come out and face them. The more they become 

famous, the more they feel confident to cross the line they shouldn’t have crossed.

For their new clip, TON brings his younger brother TOR to a graveyard. Once there, Jack handcuffs TON and his brother 

together. TON and Tor arrive at a grave that has just been dug. They see a fresh corpse lying in there, with a gold coin in 

his mouth (in the Thai belief, relatives put coins in the dead’s mouth for the afterlife). TON and Tor climb down and TON 

secretly take the coin from the corpse. After, they’re pursued by something they can’t see. 

The real horror is about to begin…

F. HILAIRE
Production Company : BLUERING COMPANY LIMITED AND OMAC 

Distribution Company : Five Star Production

Director : Surussavadi Chuarchart

Production Designer : Ek Iemchuen (Skin Trade, Jan Dara, Tears of the Black Tiger, Nang nak, Ong-Bak 2)

Director of Photography : Chankit Chamnivikaipong (Headshot, Nymph, Ploy, Monrak Transistor, 6ixtynin9)

Stars : Jason Young (6.66 Death Happen), Pharunyoo Rojanawuttitham ( Still 2, Iron Ladies Roar!)

Genres : Drama

Production Year : 2015

Status : Post-Production

The movie portrayed the biography of Reverend Brother Hilaire (Jason Young) through a present day character, Pongsatorn (Phrunyoo  

Rojanawuttitham)

Living an average life of a typical Primary School teacher of a well known Catholic School in a province of Thailand, Pongsatorn has been 

teaching Thai language classes for almost 5 years. In order to get a pay rise, he decided to continue his education in the Master Degree 

level, majoring in Literature. His thesis was the ultimate key to success in achieving his goal, when the name 'F. Hilaire' popped up in his mind.

F. Hilaire was a name of a westerner, Fronçois Touvenet Hilaire, a young Reverend Brother who arrived in Siam some 100 years ago. 

F.Hilaire sat down to learn Thai with his Thai students, and he didn’t only develop the skill to read and speak Thai, but mastered the language 

to the point that he could write a Thai language textbook, called “Darunsuksa”.

“Darunsuksa” is still used in schools a century later. Even Pongsatorn has also used these text books for teaching his students.

Soon after having learnt more about F. Hilaire's life in depth, the way Pongsatorn sees the world will change forever..

GHOST SHIP

Director : Achira Nokthet (Former Name : Phontharis Chotkijsadarsopon) (Still 2)

Genre : Horror

Production Year : 2015

Status : Pre-Production

At a dark pier in the middle of the night, a boat captain and his mate, Nong, are readying their vessel for the next trip. 

But what they discover is a shocking: the lifeless body of Mia, the wife of the boat’s owner, is hanged from a mast in 

a gruesome fashion. The corpse also sets off panic among other sailors.

The captain orders everyone to calm down. He decides that he has to get rid of the body, and comes up with a plan 

to throw Mia’s body in the middle of the sea.

But it’s not that simple. Once the ship sets sail, the body hidden in the engine room disappears. Mia’s spirit is set 

loose and wreaking havoc on the boat in the middle of the sea. The ghost terrorizes the sailors, who can’t escape 

anywhere except into the water that surrounds them. Things get worse when a storm hits. The only way to save the 

boat and everyone on it is to locate Mia’s body. 

But there’s more serious question that no one remembers to ask: Who murdered Mia?


